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Destiny 2 leviathan key map

The Whale Raid in Destiny 2 is a maze of corridors and encounters that can be daunting and confusing if you don't know where you're going. Once you've conquered the raid and received three different keys for each week, you'll need to navigate the underbelly of the giant ship to find the appropriate box of each key.
Inside each box there will be spoils like kloss tokens and a chance for legendary and exotic ansermos. Thanks to some Reddit AA AA AA users, the maze that is the whale's underbelly is now much less confusing. [Full-size image here] (Jeff) you doing? The original map was made by addesso on Reddit, and later
remixed by ScoobyDeezy who added a different perspective and made it three-dimensional and a little easier to understand. To reach the entrance to the pipeline at the bottom of the map, restart the raid. Go down to the area just below you and move forward until you find an area with six cranes. Number the levers 1 to
6 from left to right and assign a team member to each. Pull the levers in a certain order to open the hose entrance over. Pull the levers in this order: one, five, three, two, four, six. If done correctly, you'll hear a sound and get a message in the lower-left corner of the screen that the track is open. Go back to the bridge over
you. Follow the paths until you reach the bottom of a large open area, where both vents will launch you near the top of the main entrance. You'll see a sewer area in the middle with pipes that you can jump on. Follow the pipes below and you'll see a large fan at the end of the path, with a room to your left. This room has
a switch that will turn on the fan and move your group upwards to the lower abdomen. FlagView History Braid boxes require special keys to unlock, which can be acquired by eliminating special enemies and completing specific tasks. The ship Leviathan has a large network of maintenance channels and surgery rooms
hidden beneath the spaces where the various raiding challenges occur. The map below, provided by reddit user Addesso, shows how all the tunnels, and their entrances and exits, connect to form the labyrinthine underbelly of a world foodie. Use this map and location guide below to help you navigate the lower abdomen



and find all nine Raid boxes. There are two main ways to get into the whale's underbelly - the easiest is using a set of switches to open drainage, and the other is a series of pressure panels around the bank. Check out our complete guide on how to get into the lower abdomen for more information! There are a total of
nine known boxes in the whale's lower abdomen. All of these boxes are located in separate places of the lower abdomen: engine room, drainage, hose, transfer, aqueduct, ventilator, hose, weapon and irrigation. Here to get all nine boxes starting from the beginning. This guide assumes you will enter through the
drainage on the second floor of the bank, have all 9 keys and plan to collect all the boxes at once. Get on top of the airtison from the entrance to the tube, and when you reach the summit you'll find a corridor that leads to your left and one straight in front of you. Select the corridor straight ahead and make your way
upwards until you reach the door. There will be a crane that you can interact with in front of the door, but don't open this door until you and your fire crew are all together! There are four robot scouts on the other side of this door and they must be killed in no time before everyone gives away their shields. Spectators will
put up their shields if they recognize you or if one of their number is killed, so be sure to coordinate with your fire crew and use supers and power weapons to get them out fast. Kill them all and a door will open in this room and show you the transfer box. If at some point in the lower abdomen you fail to kill all the viewers,
just go back and go until you find yourself in a different lower abdominal area. This will reset viewers and allow your team to try again. Turn your back into the transfer room through the door directly to your right when you leave the chest room (at the same corner you are now). There's a big red pipe you can jump on to
get to the next floor of the transfer room. Keep passing through the area until you see a corridor on the right. Follow the corridor to the aqueduct room and your chest will be in the gooch before the huge blue aqueduct corridor. Recant your steps outside the rotating chamber where you picked up the aqueduct box, but
instead of turning right to head back towards the transfer room, turn left and prepare down the air shaft. Loop around the cargo area with gold chains on the ceiling and continue down another air shaft. Enter the room on the right to find the engine room. It would be the same idea: open the door and kill all four spectators
before their shields go up. The spectators in the engine room will be scattered in the hallway so make sure there are fire crew members focusing on the spectators at the end of the corridor! Get it right and open a door in the engine room with the engine chest. Once you open the engine box, turn around and walk
towards the other side of the engine room. You will find an entrance leading to a large open corridor with huge fans. The fans will light up every few seconds and kill you if they blow you up. Wait for the fans to turn off and then run towards the power console in front of the fan. Disable the fan to allow your fire crew to pass
through. The ventilator has a total of four fans and the chest will be among the four fans. Be a alcove you can jump to The other fan and your chest will be waiting for you. This box will be one of the harder boxes to get into the lower abdomen. After looting the ventilator box, make your way past the last two fans in the
ventilator. There will be a flight that you can operate and pass through. Follow the corridor towards the next door. The next room will have two floors with two spectators on each floor. They are very spread out so be sure to use rockets or snipers to get them all out before the shields go up! If we do right a pipe box will be
on the second floor of this room. Stay on the top floor of the pipe room and find a red entrance/corridor. At the end of this corridor there will be a long, narrow shaft system that you must bend through. The road towards the drainage room is very linear, so follow the lower abdomen until you reach the hole in the ground.
Throw in the pit and another door with the spectators on the other side will be waiting for you. Eliminate the spectators and a room will open with a drainage box. The next box will require you to go back all the way to the air between you took before Piplan's chest. Once you reach this air lift, take the red corridor marked
by a trophy symbol above the entrance. Right down the hall and get down. You should see a purple light emitted when you fall, this is the entrance to Emperor Kloss's throne room. Continue walking straight towards the next tunnel and continue along the path. It's a long but linear drive and a door that you can interact
with will be waiting for you at the end. Open the door and find a hole you can get down through. There are four more spectators at the bottom so coordinate with your fire crew before dropping one at a time. Kill all four spectators and the chest of the tube will be yours for looting. From the pipe room, they found the
corridor that leads to a large fence wall. Jump on this fence and there will be some narrow tubes that you can bend over to go on. Obviously, falling out of the pipe and into the water will kill you. There are four total areas you can go for these pipes: animal zone, sword zone, the area you just came from, and an area
unmarked with an icon. The irrigation box will be in this area just as you fall off the pipes. To reach the armory from the irrigation path, make your way across the pipes to the other room on this side of the room, directly to your left. Follow the hall full of large plants until you reach the Gauntlet corridor, then continue
through the aisle in front of you until you reach a small pipe to enter. Follow the pipes until you get out to the back of the armory. Kill the four spectators on the other side and load your armory box. If you can't kill the four spectators before their bodies emerge, you and your team can walk back through the dirt tunnel
towards the transfer. To reset the rendezvous. Our lower abdomen guide explains the right crane combination, and where to find the aqueduct, drainage and ventilator boxes. If you thought the raid on Leviathan itself was large, wait until you uncover the secret underlying area hidden inside the show. Seriously, you can
spend hours wandering around this place and still not uncover every nook and c out. It's full of enemies, so make sure the fire department stays together while they investigate. Why would you want to get into that part of the raid show? Well, as you hit different bosses in the raid, you're going to have a handful of keys
added to your inventory: Aquaduct, drainage and a ventilator. These keys open a tied belly box, inside of which contains more of the delicious loot you came here in the first place. You can also use this area as a shortcut to different parts of the raid. In our full underbelly guide, we explain how to access this area by
entering the right crane combination at the beginning of the raid, and then actually locate the keys once you're inside. As we've already mentioned, this place is huge, so we've implemented some useful YouTube videos that will provide much easier visual guidance to track these boxes. (If you want to be the best in any
area of the game, don't forget our PVP bookmark, training journey and Subclass Guide pages - they have everything you need if you want to get more out of Destiny 2, and will be updated continuously in the weeks to come.) Update your #3: We added a brand new section right at the top of this article that highlights an
interactive map to help you navigate your lower abdomen. We will continue to update this guide over time, so stay your eye out for more! An interactive map of the whale's underbelly Although we have a brilliant map for you in the section below, we still thought it best to highlight another fantastic map to help you navigate
the lower abdomen. This time though - it's interactive! You can choose which area of the whale raid you start from and where you want to go. He will then devise a way for you to follow, which is very useful. All the accessories to this radiator on his creation, and here's the link to the map itself. A map of a whale's
underbelly above the sinking a brilliantly constructed map of a whale's underbelly showing its entire layout in a 3-mith-mith-ed pattern is truly beneficial. Originally, a two-mith version of this map was created by redditor addesso while another Destiny 2 redditor scoobyDeezy player took it upon himself to make it even
easier to watch. As you can probably tell, there are a number of small chest symbols dotted around the map and this is the ones you want to hunt. Fortunately this map makes it much easier to know where they are located in relation to everything else. No, no, no, no, no, no, no, no, no, no, no, no, no, Great resource to
peek at whenever you need to get your direction or decide what turn to take in the hallway. To get inside, you'll first have to pull a series of cranes in the right order. To get to these cranes, just have Fireteam get out of the way you start, and get down on the parallel path below. Now keep moving until you come to a room
that contains three pillars. From left to right when you are in front of them, the three pillars each provide a pair of levers: 1 + 2 on the first page, 3 + 4 on the second, and 5 + 6 on the third. To open the maze, you just have to pull the levers in the right order and do it pretty quickly. Make sure you communicate with your
team as the levers are pulled. Here's the crane combination: 1, 5, 3, 2, 4, 6 After you do this, you'll see a message that says the hatch opens. Here's a very short video of the combination in action. Go back upstairs, and around 1:40 in the video below you can see where this new opening actually is. Once you pass that
hatch, you're in an area called the Labyrinth, and here you'll find the boxes, as well as several shortcuts to different parts of the raid. In order to open the boxes here, you will need to use keys collected by Fireteam: Aquaduct Key, Drain Key, Soul Key. These keys are obtained from winning certain sessions in the raid.
You get the Aquaduct key by defeating the Royal Ponds meeting of leviathan raid. Once you have it in your inventory, you can go ahead and open your chest. The video below shows exactly where to locate it inside the maze. If you've already gone through the entire crane integration process, check the video around
1:50 a.m., as it will lead you straight from the room to the chest itself. In the video below you can track the exact location of the drainage box, starting with the avenge where you pull the levers in the lower path room. Be prepared for a pretty intense gunfight right before you get to the room. If you don't kill the viewers in
three seconds for him, summon more reinforcements and start again. It's about 2:10 in the video below where the group finishes pulling all the levers and actually enters the maze itself. It's that you'll get a visual guide of how to really get to the ventilator and get the goods inside. Shortcuts Although there are shortcuts to
find in the lower abdomen - and get warned the area is huge - you won't be able to really access the area until you've defeated the encounter it contains. Here's a video to show you how to skip certain encounters inside the whale raid using your underbelly so you can pick up where you left off, or reactivate your favorite
parts without fighting Else. If you find the video helpful, give it a thumbs up to support the creator and consider signing up for their channel as well. Also.
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